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Abstract
Log records are the vital source of information, which
stores data about user activities and events in the network
of an organization. As increasing number of
organizations moves their operations over cloud, sensitive
log data should be ensured for security, data integrity,
data redundancy, and confidentiality. Cloud, being a
public space and vulnerable to hackers and intruders
through its accessibility via internet, hence tracking,
recording, monitoring and storing log records securely in
cloud is unambiguously needed. Log data are generated
and maintained by both Cloud Service provider (CSP)
and Cloud users in cloud “as a service” models. This
papers implements and analyses cloud based log
management framework, which is used for generating,
storing, and optimizing data storage in cloud. The log
data are stored and monitored frequently and audited in
regular intervals. This assures for the security and
intrusion free computing over cloud. An alert will be
thrown for occurrences of any unusual activities.

II.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture represents the operations and
collaborations of the each entity. Cloud is the public
space where several tenants use the same resources
for their computing and storage operations. The data
owner and cloud user interacts with the cloud and
performs their tasks over it. Then their activities are
recorded and encrypted, uploaded as jar files to the
cloud space. The data owner is provided with the log
data through emails in the push mode and they can
view log data using pull mode.

Keywords: cloud security, logging, and cloud based log
management framework.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Log data is a record of events and user activities that
occurs in an organization network. Log data can be
used to track and monitor any unusual activities,
troubleshoot errors, enhance system’s performance,
detect occurrence of policy violations, and to record
user activities and events. Log files contains vital
information about the organization it might me the
target for intruders and attackers. An attacker while
intruding into our system will try not leaving any
traces of attacks or his activities in the network. The
attacker tries to get any confidential or useful
information from the log record. The attacker could
intrude the log data that is being transmitted to the
cloud, intercept it and replay it to the cloud.
Conventional security protocols such as syslog and
the likes are not designed with such security
measures.
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Fig – 1: system architecture
The system contains a log generator which
monitors user activity and generate logs based on the
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prescribed format. The generated logs are converted
to JAR files and then encrypted using AES algorithm.
The encrypted logs are transferred to the database.
The user can view any logs modify and delete on a
later time to audit it.
A. Log Generators

D. LOG MONITOR
These are hosts that are used to monitor and
review log data. They can generate queries to retrieve
log data from the cloud. Based on the log data
retrieved, these monitors will perform further
analysis as needed. They can also ask the log cloud to
delete log data permanently, or rotate logs.

These are the computing devices that generate log
data. Each organization that adopts the cloud-based
log management service has a number of log
generators. Each of these generators is up to with
logging capability. The log files generated by these
hosts are not stored locally except temporarily till
such time as they are pushed to the logging client.
Log generators are deployed with log filters, which
are used to filter and remove unwanted log data
before transmitting it to cloud.
B. LOGGING CLIENT OR LOGGING RELAY
The logging client is a collector that receives
groups of log records generated by one or more log
generators, and prepares the log data so that it can be
pushed to the cloud for long term storage. The log
data is transferred from the generators to the client in
batches, either on a schedule, or as and when needed
depending on the amount of log data waiting to be
transferred. The logging client incorporates security
protection on batches of accumulated log data and
pushes each batch to the logging cloud. When the
logging client pushes log data to the cloud it acts as a
logging relay. We use the terms logging client and
logging relay interchangeably. The logging client or
relay can be implemented as a group of collaborating
hosts. For simplicity however, we assume that there
is a single logging client.
C. LOGGING CLOUD
The logging cloud provides long term storage and
maintenance service to log data received from
different logging clients belonging to different
organizations. The logging cloud is maintained by a
cloud service provider. Only those organizations that
have subscribed to the logging cloud’s services can
upload data to the cloud. The cloud, on request from
an organization can also delete log data and perform
log rotation. Before the logging cloud will delete or
rotate log data it needs a proof from the requester that
the latter is authorized to make such a request. The
logging client generates such a proof. However, the
proof can be given by the logging client to any entity
that it wants to authorize.
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Fig – 2: data flow diagram
E. DOLEV- YAO ATTACKER MODEL
We assume the Dolev- Yao attacker model to
study and analyze our threats that may be
encountered In a cloud scenario.
1) The attacker can intercept any message sent
over the Internet.
2) The attacker can synthesize, replicate, and
replay messages in his possession.
3) The attacker can be a legitimate participant of
the network or can try to impersonate legitimate
hosts.
F. SELECTIVE LOG MAINTENANCE
The cloud users may not need to store all
activities in the logs. The proposed system provides
filters to some activities in the cloud storage spaces.
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The log information before being uploaded to the
cloud it is being allowed through a filter which in
turn filters the unwanted log data. The filtered data is
encrypted and uploaded from the database to the
cloud.
G. MEMORY OPTIMIZATION IN DATABASES
Logs are stored, monitored and deleted after a
prescribed time interval. To keep hold of logs related
to extremely significant documents that has to be
recorded for a prolonged or indefinite time, memory
optimization technique is implemented. The log data
are retrieved and audited, while auditing being
completed log data are forwarded through a filtering
component which deletes all data other than that are
marked vital.
This process can be automated by marking into
the related log data as the document is vital and all
activities performed over the document are kept in
database indefinitely.
III.

ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD (AES)
AES is based on a design principle known as
a Substitution permutation network. It is fast in
both software and hardware. Unlike its predecessor,
DES, AES does not use a Feistel network.AES has a
fixed block size of 128 bits and a key size of 128,
192, or 256 bits, whereas Rijndael can be specified
with block and key sizes in any multiple of 32 bits,
with a minimum of 128 bits. The block size has a
maximum of 256 bits, but the key size has no
theoretical maximum.AES operates on a 4×4 columnmajor
order matrix
of
bytes,
termed
the state (versions of Rijndael with a larger block size
have additional columns in the state). Most AES
calculations are done in a special finite field. The
AES cipher is specified as a number of repetitions of
transformation rounds that convert the input plaintext
into the final output of ciphertext. Each round
consists of several processing steps, including one
that depends on the encryption key. A set of reverse
rounds are applied to transform ciphertext back into
the original plaintext using the same encryption key.
IV.
STEGANOGRAPHY
Steganography is the art and science of writing
hidden messages in such a way that no one apart
from the intended recipient knows of the existence of
the message; this is in contrast to cryptography,
where the existence of the message itself is not
disguised, but the content is obscured. The advantage
of steganography over cryptography alone is that
messages do not attract attention to themselves, to
messengers, or to recipients.

modified in some way to contain the encrypted
message, resulting in stegotext. For example, the
letter size, spacing, typeface, or other characteristics
of a covertext can be manipulated to carry the hidden
message; only the recipient (who must know the
technique used) can recover the message and then
decrypt it
V.
IMPLEMENTATION
The project is deployed in a prototype model, in
which we used apache tomcat server to act as a
virtual machine in our system. The data owner stores
their data in cloud space in JAR format and it
contains the information about the services provided
by the owner. The user can access through their
services and each event occurring in the system is
recorded as logs. The logs may contain the data such
as username, login, signup, sign out, download,
upload, view, delete etc. each log entry contains
details about username, file name, data and time,
location, and their action. The logs are stored
temporarily in a database and after auditing important
log records are stored in the permanent database
indefinitely.
VI.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The project implemented deployed and analyzed
the cloud log framework and automated selective log
maintenance and memory optimizations. The future
work involves analyzing its performance and
efficiency in a realtime cloud environment and
upgrading it to a product.
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